
Invitation
Factory Event
Thursday, June 6, 2024
Immenstaad, Deutschland

Registration: 
www.ndsatcom.com/factory_event
Reply Deadline: May 20, 2024
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This is your opportunity - XPERIENCE THE NDS-FACTOR

ND SATCOM welcomes you to an exciting journey of discovery through a wide range of  
information, entertainment and hands-on activities! Our global team and industry experts from the 
Broadcast, Government and Defence sectors will be available for Live Demos, Workshops and 
Panel Discussions.

 X Meet our Experts and benefit from our decades of Know-How
 X Enjoy our Innovative Solutions in Secure Satellite Communications
 X Discover our New Product Highlights

SatCom-On-The-Move
The SatCom-On-The-Move Solution (SOTM) by ND SATCOM saves time and money while  
maximizing ease of use. You can transmit video at very high speed from the get go, even if you  
have no cellular network or microwave connectivity.

Tactical Communications
In military environments usable products by ND SATCOM inclusive SOTM are suitable solutions for 
your critical communication tasks. You benefit from our decades of Know-How as system  
integrator in tactical communication and Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) during the entire  
period of use. 

SKYWAN Technology - Comprehensive Security in Satellite Communications 
Benefit from our secure, resilient and flexible networks in all areas.
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We have prepared a varied program with many highlights. With us, you will learn a lot, 
but you can also experience a lot. The day will end with the ND SATCOM summer 
party. Enjoy the music and catering in a relaxed atmosphere and use the time to talk 
to our experts.

As you can see, there are plenty of good reasons to visit us.

As a valued customer and partner, you have early registration access. Space is limited. 
Click this link to register now: 
www.ndsatcom.com/factory_event
 
Further information and a detailed agenda will follow in the coming weeks on our  
Website: www.ndsatcom.com/factory_event 

 
We are looking forward to seeing you!

Your ND SATCOM Team


